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Discoveries Newsletter - Christmas 2020
So many of you have contacted us asking if we have our wonderful
range of wooden kits available this year. Well, good news!
They are arriving in our shops this Saturday, but we thought you'd like
to be the first to know. There are some new designs as well to add to
the range...

Vintage Camper Van Model
If you have ever dreamed of hitting
the open road and seeing the
world, this may be a great first
step.
This intricate model is all laser cut
and 29cm when complete.
Excellent instructions and
equipment make this a really
delightful build. It may not be big
enough to carry you away, but
your dreams will fit in nicely!
£24.99

Owl Clock
Time will fly by when you are
building this marvellous fully
working clock.
The battery powered motion
makes a real clock, but it is the
addition of the spring wound
pendulum and the bell chime and
the wonderful movement of the
eyes that makes it really special.
£34.99

Da Vinci Drawmaton - The
Slayer
Inspired by the master maker,
this amazing machine will draw
four different pictures.
Turn the wheel and watch as the
pen completes the drawing in
wonderful detail. One for our
more confident makers, and really
fascinating.
£39.99

Our range of wonderful 3D Houses has come back into
stock...

For My Dear
Music Box
Many of you
have told us how
much you have
enjoyed making
our music
boxes.
This festive
version features
a reindeer and
plays 'We Wish
You A Merry
Christmas'.
A perfect project
to build over the
holiday.
£19.99
These music boxes are also now available...

Locomotive
This impressive model is spring
wound to make a wonderful
movement of a puffing
locomotive.
A perfect present for a 'large
child' in the family - there is an
equally wonderful tractor in the
range too.
£39.99

Marble Runs
If you are fascinated by movment
and motion, there are four
different marble runs to build,
each with a crank handle that will
cause these frantic machines to
come to life.
£34.99

And if you are still filling those stockings, how about these at
£7.99...

Back by popular demand...

Our Christmas
Gift Ideas
Brochure
If you are still thinking
about the whole thing,
our ideas guide may
be a great starting
point!

Click here to view

We hope that we have given you a little inspiration - all these products
will be in our shops this weekend and they are available online now!
If we don't get the chance to say it beforehand, we hope
you all have a wonderful Christmas in this difficult year. Enjoy!
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